Abstract. The term dependability was defined in the 1980s to encompass aspects like fault tolerance and system reliability. According to IFIP, it is defined as the trustworthiness of a computing system which allows reliance to be justifiably placed on the service it delivers. Hence, dependability is the capability of a system to successfully and safely complete its mission. This chapter concentrates on safety and reliability aspects. It starts with a review of the basic terminology including, for example, fault, failure, availability, and integrity. In the following, a mathematical model of fault-tolerant systems is defined. It is used in the further sections for comparison with different techniques for safety and reliability analysis. Also selected currently available model-based development tools are reviewed. A summary and identification of future research challenges conclude the chapter.
Introduction
In the last years, the trend to replace mechanical/electrical solutions by software centric solutions has been intensified. Even systems with strong requirements on safety and reliability are automated by the use of computer systems. Although the term dependability comprises several other aspects as well, the focus of this chapter is set on safe and/or reliable systems. These systems have to be designed fault-tolerant to fulfill the targeted requirements.
Typically, fault-tolerance is achieved by running the applications on replicated hardware and/or software components. The resulting complexity of the considered systems raises major concerns, in particular with respect to the validation and analysis of performance, timing, and dependability-related requirements, but also with respect to development times. Model-driven engineering addresses the problem of complexity by increasing the level of abstraction and by partial or total automation of selected phases within the development process.
Several tools are available for modeling dependable systems, many of them based on the Unified Modeling Language [1] . This chapter, however, focuses on model-driven methods that automate phases in the development process either by automating the dependability analysis for certain system architectures, or by automating the code generation process.
The chapter starts with a definition of terms relevant for dependable systems in Sec. 10.2. Section 10.3 presents a generic model of fault-tolerant systems based on the work of Arora and Kulkarni [2, 3] . Section 10.4 discusses existing approaches for reliability and safety analysis. Subsequently, three examples of model-driven tools in the area of safety-critical systems are analyzed in Sec. 10.5. The chapter is concluded by a summary and the identification of some research challenges in Sec. 10.6.
An Overview on Dependability
The term dependability was defined in the 1980s to unite relevant aspects [4] . Laprie defined computer system dependability as the quality of the delivered service such that reliance can justifiable be placed on this service. Avizienis et al. [5] defined six attributes of dependable systems as depicted in Figure 10 .1: availability, reliability, safety, confidentiality, integrity, and maintainability. As mentioned before, this chapter focuses mainly on safety and reliability aspects. reliability (i.e., it must be designed as fault-tolerant). The terms fault, error, and failure can be explained best by using a three-universe model of Pradhan [10] . This model, an adaptation of the four-universe model introduced by Avizienis [11] , describes the different phases of the evolution from a fault to a failure.
The first universe is the physical universe, where faults occur.
Definition 10.4.
A fault is a physical defect, imperfection, or flaw that occurs within some hardware or software component [10] .
Faults can be dormant for a long time and not influence the execution of the component. When a fault is activated, the effects can be observed in the informational universe, classified as the second universe in [10] .
Definition 10.5. An error is the manifestation of a fault [10] .
Errors can be detected by the component itself, if some rules are defined to evaluate the state of the component. However, these tests may not be able to identify the cause of the error (i.e., the fault). Initially, errors are only reflected in parts of the component's state. If the error is not detected early enough by the component, the error may cause a subsequent failure.
It is important to notice that different definitions for fault and error are used in the literature as they are closely related concepts. Throughout this chapter, we will try to use the terms as defined in the previous definitions. However, if in the described projects or approaches the terms are used differently, we will use the terminology of the projects. Definition 10.6. A failure of a component occurs when the component deviates from the specified behavior [12] . Hence, the third universe is the external universe, where the deviation from the expected behavior of a component can be observed. Consequently, a failure is the event that can be detected by interacting components. Thereby, a failure of a component can be a fault to its environment.
There are various reasons for faults. For instance, a fault can be a design fault, a physical fault, or an operational fault. While design faults are always active, physical faults are activated spontaneously with a certain probability. Faults can be classified according to their effect, as well. The effect can either be in the value domain or in the time domain [13] . Faults in the time domain are, for example, lost or delayed messages in a communication channel, but also replicated messages. Faults in the value domain are, for instance, erroneous results or bit flips in a message.
Fault-tolerance is the technique to guarantee that despite the presence of faults a system provides the specified behavior to its outer boundaries [4] . Faulttolerance is always based on the effective deployment of redundancy, additional means that are not required to provide the specified behavior in the absence of faults. It is important to note, that redundancy is not only restricted to replicating hardware: the type of redundancy ranges from software or data redundancy to time and hardware redundancy.
A concrete selection and implementation of fault-tolerance mechanism depends on the number and types of the expected faults. These assumptions are summarized in the fault hypothesis.
Definition 10.7. The fault hypothesis contains the assumptions about possible faults, their probability, and their effects to the components of a system.
Based on the concrete fault hypothesis, the developer has to select appropriate mechanisms to tolerate these faults. Most of the different mechanisms are known since the 1950's due to the unreliability of the components at that time [5] . In general, one can divide the applied fault-tolerance mechanisms into four groups: error detection, error recovery, error handling / masking, and integration.
Definition 10.8. Error detection allows the detection and localization of errors.
Detecting an error is the first step to achieve the fault-tolerance. After an error is detected, the component has to analyze the affected subcomponents and the error type. This is essential to perform error recovery.
Definition 10.9. Error recovery transforms a system state that contains one or more errors into a state without detected errors [5] .
There are different mechanisms to perform error recovery. The two most prominent types are rollback and rollforward recovery. Rollback is realized by restoring a previous state of the component [10] . This state is saved in a checkpoint before the component detects the error. The difficulty of a rollback recovery arises from designing and generating the checkpoints. Especially, if several components must be set back the realization may demand more efforts. The rollforward recovery uses application knowledge to compute a new, correct state out of the erroneous state. Usually, this transformation implicates a reduced quality of service.
Regardless of the concrete error recovery mechanism it is essential to ensure that the same fault is not activated again.
Definition 10.10. Error handling prevents system's state corruption after the detection of a fault.
To correctly perform the error handling the first step is the localization of the error and the identification of its cause. Within the second step, the fault is isolated by excluding the affected component from further interactions with other components. The affected component might be replaced by spare components. Further possibilities are to use other components to deliver the functionality in addition to the already delivered functionality or to degrade the system (i.e., graceful degradation). The isolated component can then be repaired, typically by an external agent.
If a sufficient level of redundancy is employed in the system, explicit error detection is not required. Instead one can use error masking. Definition 10.11. Error masking guarantees that programs continually satisfy their intended specification, even in the presence of faults [14] .
Typical examples for error masking are hot-redundant systems, where several redundant units are executed in parallel. Errors can be detected by comparing the results. If the master unit is affected by an error, another correct unit immediately takes over the master's task. The erroneous unit is excluded and can be repaired in the following. After a successful repair, it is necessary to reintegrate the repaired unit into the system to preserve the intended dependability: Definition 10.12. Integration allows a repaired component to resume with its intended behavior and interaction.
For a successful integration, the state synchronization is essential. All participating units must agree on a new system state. A correct implementation of the state synchronization is an important, though complicated step.
The dependency goals and fault assumption determine the type of the faulttolerance mechanism applied in a system.
A Generic Model of Fault-Tolerant Systems
The development of dependable systems can be supported by modeling. On the one hand, models are used to analyze the dependability of the system, (e.g., by using fault trees as discussed in Sec. 10.4. On the other hand, model-driven approaches can be used for generation of code related to fault-tolerance mechanisms.
In this section, a generic mathematical model of dependable systems is given. It is based on the work of Arora et al. [2, 3] . Based on this model, we can identify the basic aspects required to describe dependable system and compare the differenct models used by the tools discussed in this paper.
In the following, we start by specifying the execution of a system. Subsequently, we introduce the effects of faults and of fault-tolerance mechanisms. Components can also be structured in a hierarchical way. A component c ∈ C may consist of several subcomponents c 1 , ..., c n ⊂ C. The set of interface variables V c,interface ⊆ 1≤i≤n V ci,interface of c is a subset of the interface variables of its subcomponents c 1 ...c n . The set of environment variables V c,environment = 1≤i≤n V ci,interface is the union set of all environment variables of the subcomponents. 
We refer to the old value of a variable by v and to the new value by the primed variable v .
The processes are expected to be deterministic, meaning that for each state s at most one guard can evaluate to true. This condition can be easily implemented by using one variable as a program counter and including this variable into the guard expression.
However, by allowing different processes to coexist simultaneously, non-determinism is introduced. There is no semantics which process will perform its operation, if several processes have an enabled operation. While non-determinism is not desirable for modeling the normal execution of the system, it is required to model faults due to the non-deterministic behavior of faults. To achieve determinism of the system execution, the interplay between different processes can be implemented in a deterministic way by specifying adequate guards in such a manner that for each possible state at most one process is enabled. To reach this goal, one might need to introduce auxiliary interface variables or use the value of time for time-triggered systems. Until now, the system has been considered in the absence of faults and without any fault-tolerance mechanisms. The first step to reach fault-tolerance is to translate the safety specification into a set of properties that must be valid for the application. While Arora et al. use computations and sequences of subsequent states to express safety properties we use state predicates P to express properties. Definition 10.17. A state predicate P is a Boolean function over a set of variables V P ⊂ V. The set of state predicates represents the specification of the system and is therefore defined implementation-independent. Hence, the set of variables V P ⊆ c∈C V c,environment is a subset of all variables that can be observed by the environment of the system.
It may be necessary to define auxiliary variables that record the progress of the environment variables over time to express temporal properties. Establishing these variables explicitly, a potentially unnecessary tracking of all variables can be avoided. In general, only very few variables are needed for the history state [14] . Liveness specifications can be expressed by state predicates using the time process Π time .
The transitive closure of the transitions of all processes defines the fault-free system as depicted in Fig. 10 .2. It is defined as all states that can be reached beginning from some start states s start . The state predicates P describing the intended operation must be true for all states within this transitive closure.
Faults
The introduction of faults into our model of fault-tolerant system is straightforward and can be designed as a component FH.
Definition 10.18. The fault component is described as a set of variables V c,FH and processes Π c,FH that perform actions in accordance to the fault hypothesis.
Due to the non-deterministic behavior of processes, the non-deterministic behavior of certain fault types appears. The propagation of an error depends, in turn, on the interaction between different components and their implementation. Therefore, it is necessary to define the behavior of a component in the presence of faults. This can be done by changing the actions of Π c for a specific component. These could be the introduction of new actions or the addition of conditions to a guard. Both, additional elements and new actions can be based on the variables V c and V c,FH .
A good example is a fail-stop [14] , where an auxiliary variable up c denoting the fault status of a component c can be introduced. For all actions of P c , the guard is expanded with a condition !up c to restrict the execution to such states where the component is not affected by a fail-stop fault.
Fault-Tolerance Mechanism
Kulkarni and Arora [15, 3, 14] pointed out that it is sufficient to use detectors and correctors to reach fault-tolerance. This notion is, however, very abstract and it is useful to distinguish between different types of correctors. We will differentiate between operations for error treatment, error recovery, proactive operations, and integration. Operations for error treatment describe the reactions of the system when new errors are detected. A classic error treatment is the switch to a correct backup unit or a rollback recovery operation [16] . The operation may be based on previously executed proactive operations that are executed to generate information redundancy (e.g., in the form of checkpoints). The introduction of proactive operations allow a separation of fault-tolerance concepts and application logic. Erroneous components are usually excluded from the system operation and can perform error recovery operations offline. After a successful completion of the recovery operations, the erroneous components can be integrated to guarantee the achievement of the reliability goals. The integration operations perform the state synchronization.
Summary: Modeling of Dependable Systems
When analyzing the discussed formal model, it becomes evident that it is necessary to model all three aspects of dependable systems: the normal operation, the fault hypothesis, and the fault-tolerance mechanism. A strict separation of the related mechanisms supports a better maintainability and increases the reusability. However, most of the existing approaches do not support the modeling of all three aspects or mix these aspects.
Reliability and Safety Analysis
Dependability analysis techniques have been developed so as to evaluate the systems and correct the failures. Initially, reliability and/or availability were the most interesting attributes to be analyzed. For that, just the binary states (e.g., on or off) of the system and its components were considered. Therefore, Boolean methods such as reliability block diagrams, fault or success trees were adequate and sufficient. These classical methods are widespread. However, they provide a static view of the system only. As embedded systems grew rapidly, a dynamic view has been needed to analyze the dependability. Such a dynamic view can represent multiple states of a system changing over time. An example of a technique handling this behavior is Continuous Time Markov Chains approach. The objective of the reliability analysis is to identify the kinds of system failures that are to be expected (i.e., qualitative analysis) or the distribution of the times-to-failure of a component, subsystem or system (i.e., quantitative analysis). The reliability analysis is performed during system design or operation to decide whether the reliability level of a system is acceptable or which parts of a system are particularily critical. Its results indicate how and which parts of the system should be improved.
In the following, we shortly describe selected, but typical reliability and safety analysis methods: 
The FMECA Method
The Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) is basically a qualitative reliability analysis method that uses a static view of the system and/or its components. It analyzes potential failure modes within a system, classifies the severity, and determines the failure's effects on the system. It is widely used in the manufacturing industries in various phases of the product life cycle [17] . It also includes a criticality analysis that is used to chart the probability of failure modes against the severity of their consequences. The result highlights failure modes with relatively high probability and severity of consequences, allowing remedial effort to be directed where it will produce the greatest value [18] .
FMECA is one of the first systematic approaches to failure analysis. It was developed in the 1950s for the use in U.S. military systems. It is put forward by international standards, in particular in SAE-ARP 5580 [19] , IEC60812 [20] , and BS 5760-5 [21] .
Applying FMECA the system is split into subsystems. Within each subsystem the components and their relations are identified. Functional block diagrams are used to represent them. For each component a detailed FMECA worksheet (see Fig. 10.3 Typically, FMECA is integrated in the design process right from the beginning and updated during the development and maintenance. It is most often a bottom-up technique. FMECA does not handle dependencies between components, cannot handle systems with redundancy, and cannot cope with common cause failures or cascading failures. As single events are considered, the effects of sequences of events cannot be addressed. Furthermore, as FMECA has a focus on hardware component failures human errors and software errors cannot well be reflected. On the other hand, FMECA is simple to apply. It requires, however, thorough knowledge of a system and its environment. FMECA can be tailored to meet specific industry or product needs. It helps to reveal weak points in the system structure during early phases of system design and by that, it can help to avoid expensive design changes. FMECA is very effective where system failures are caused by single components failures.
The Fault Tree Analysis Method
The Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) is used to show causes or combinations of causes that then lead to overall system failures. It is basically a quantitative reliability analysis method that uses a static view of a system.
A fault tree is a logic diagram that displays the interrelationships between a potential critical event in a system and the causes for this event. It analyzes combinations of causes using Boolean logic with and-and or-gates. The fault tree analysis (FTA) method was developed at Bell Telephone Laboratories [22] . It was extended by Boeing and became a part of the IEC 61025 standard [23] .
FTA is used in the design phase to reveal hidden failures caused by underlying combinations of faults or errors. During system operation, it is used to identify potential hazardous combinations of component failure and operator or procedural faults. It is also used in combination with FMECA to analyze selected system parts. Given a fault tree, the minimal cut sets can be determined: for a given event, the set of basic events that lead to this event are identified. In a qualitative analysis of a fault tree, the minimal cut sets give potential combinations of environmental factors, human errors, normal events, and component failures that may result in a critical event in the system. For a quantitative analysis, failure rates for each basic event are assigned which are then cummulated to the probability of the top event (i.e., the unwanted incident) by assuming that all the basic event parts of the minimal cut set of the top event are independent and happen simultaneously.
Fault trees provide a static view on event combinations that may cause incidents. They cannot accurately model system dynamics. A fault tree is just a Boolean method (failure or success only). For the quantitative analysis, basic events are assumed to be statistically independent, so that the results are imprecise whenever this assumption does not hold.
Fault trees provide a clear picture of component failures and other events that may cause unwanted incidents. The graphical model is well known and fairly simple to explain. It forces users to understand the details of a system and to discover weaknesses at an early stage. It is able to handle common cause failures if component dependencies are well defined. It addresses redundant components in a system. Last but not least, the static nature of fault trees may be mitigated using scenario-based simulation of fault trees.
Markov Analysis
The Markov chain is a mathematical model for the random evolution of a memoryless system, for which the likelihood of a future state, at any given moment, depends only on the present system state and not on any past states. For reliability analysis Markov chains (also called Markov models) and their various flavors have been extensively used. Markov analysis enables a quantitative reliability analysis of the dynamic system behavior.
For Markov modeling the states of a system and transitions between them are considered. The system transitions are typically between a perfect state and a failure state. Transition probabilities define the degradation/failure rates and the repair rates. The Markov model has been developed by Andrej A. Markov [24] . It has been included in the standards IEC 61165 [25] and IEC 61508 [8] .
A Markov model (see Fig. 10 .5) is established according to the following procedure:
(1) Define all system states including failure states such as operation, degradation, maintenance, or repair. (2) Define transitions between the states and assign failure and repair rates. For large systems Markov models are often exceedingly large, complicated, and difficult to construct and validate. They suffer from the state space explosion problem. On the other hand, Markov models are able to handle systems that exhibit strong dependencies between its components. System reconfiguration due to failures, repair, and switching strategies can easily be described. The analysis of a Markov model does not only give the probabilities for states, but also for sequences of events. Although Markov models are a powerful and mathematically sound formalism for analysing system reliability, a Markov model is considered to be too low-level, which makes building a Markov model a tedious and error-prone task [26] . Hence this method is not yet widely used, despite the considerable benefits offered by Markov analysis [27] .
Testing and Model-Based Testing
Testing is an analytic means for assessing the quality of systems [28, 29] . It "can never show the absence of failures" [30] , but it aims at increasing the confidence that a system meets its specified behavior. Testing is an activity performed for improving the product quality by identifying defects and problems. It cannot be undertaken in isolation. Instead, in order to be in any way successful and efficient, it must be embedded in adequate system development process and have interfaces to the respective sub-processes.
Model-based Testing (MBT) relates to a process of test generation from a model of the system under test (SUT) by application of a number of sophisticated methods. It can be understood as the automation of black-box or white-box test design [29] . Several authors [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36] define MBT as testing in which test cases are derived in whole or in part from a model that describes some aspects of the SUT based on selected criteria in different contexts.
MBT allows tests to be linked directly to the SUT requirements, makes readability, understandability, and maintainability of tests easier. It helps to ensure a repeatable and scientific basis for testing and it may give good coverage of all the behaviors of the SUT [32] . Finally, it is a way to reduce the efforts and cost for testing [37] .
The term MBT is widely used today with slightly different meanings. Surveys on selected MBT approaches are given in [38, 32, 29, 39, 40] . In the automotive industry MBT is used to describe all testing activities that are related to model-based development [41, 42] . To that end, the authors of [43, 44, 45, 46] define MBT as a test process that usually encompasses a combination of different test methods which utilize the executable system model as a source of information. Thus, the automotive viewpoint on MBT is rather process-oriented. A single testing technique is often not enough to provide an expected level of test coverage. Though, it strongly depends on the targeted coverage criteria, for example, white/box test criteria can be succesfully fulfilled with a single method. Relating to all the test dimensions different test approaches should be combined to complement each other (e.g., functional and structural). Then, analyzing testing activities throughout the entire test process, one can assume that if sufficient test coverage has been achieved on model level, the test cases can be reused for testing the control software generated from the model and the endproduct unit within the framework of back-to-back tests [47] . With this practice, the functional equivalence between executable model, code, and product can be verified [41] .
Summary: Reliability and Safety Analysis
This section reviewed reliability and safety analysis methods and provided details on FMECA, FTA, Markov models, and MBT. A comparison of these methods is given in Table 10 .1. Markov models and many testing methods allow to analyze system behavior dynamically. Though, Markov chains are not wide-spread basically because of their low abstraction level. Techniques described in Sec. 10.5, such as interactionbased models, AADL, or proprietary solutions, can be applied as complementary methods on a higher abstraction level.
Languages and Tool Support
After introducing the different methods for safety and reliability analysis, this section discusses selected examples for model-based development tools that target the area of dependable systems. Since tools based on the Unified Modeling Language are already discussed in chapter UML for Software Safety and Certication, this section focuses on domain-specific approaches. Zougbi et al. pointed out that generic UML-based tools have the disadvantage of not covering all necessary aspects for modeling fault-tolerant real-time systems [48] . They also do not support adequate code generators supporting transformations from more sophisticated models than class diagrams and state charts [49] . The reason is mainly the lack of precise semantics of the UML models [50, 51] . The main advantage of domain-specific tools is the possibility to use restrictions (e.g., with respect to the model of computation) suitable for the intended domain. Therefore, it is possible to offer a better tool support, for example extensive code generation ability or formal verification. In the following, we discuss three concrete examples.
Within a project at the University of California in San Diego (UCSD), a taxonomy of software failures and interaction-based models for logical and deployment architectures were developed for the automotive domain [52] . Based on these models, a verification tool has been developed that allows the generation of models that can be feed into the SPIN model checker [53] .
FTOS [54] is a model-driven tool developed at the Technical University München (TUM). It supports modeling of dependable systems and code generation for nonfunctional properties such us scheduling, communication within the distributed system, and fault-tolerance mechanisms. It is based on a meta code generation framework [55] and thus, supports expandability with respect to both the modeling language and code generation ability.
The third tool developed by LAAS-CNRS [56, 57] is based on Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL) [58] . The main contribution of this work is the definition of reusable fault-tolerance patterns that can be used at architectural level. These patterns can be instantiated and customized for a particular system. By transforming the AADL model into a stochastic model, dependability measures can be obtained.
Models
In the following, different approaches based on the applied models are discussed. Note, the terminology provided at the beginning of this chapter is used in the upcoming paragraphs independently of other variants proposed elsewhere (e.g., error and fault definitions).
Logical and Deployment Models. The first two approaches mentioned above offer two models to specify the application logic and hardware architecture (i.e., platform). In the UCSD approach, the Logical Model represents the Platform Independent Model (PIM) and the Deployment Model the Platform Specific Model (PSM) in the spirit of the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [59] . The mapping is achieved by a Mapping Model as depicted in Fig. 10.6 . This contrasts the approach of FTOS, where the hardware model is firstly defined and the resulting software model refers to this hardware model. This approach is motivated by the fact that the safety goals can only be reached when using the correct hardware architecture [8] . In AADL, interacting application components (e.g., processes, threads, subprograms, and platform components, such as processors, memory, buses) are specified as hierarchical collections in one model. Another major difference is the model of computation. The design of an adequate model of computation can drastically leverage the implementation complexity of fault-tolerant embedded systems [60] . FTOS uses the concept of logical execution times [61] as a model of computation. This enhances the faulttolerance mechanisms [62] . Within the software model, all interaction points between software components (i.e., actors) are specified with respect to time. An event-triggered execution can only be realized on basis of this time-triggered execution scheme. In contrast, the UCSD approach is based on a service-oriented architecture, where message-passing is used as a means for component interaction. The messages can be applied both for services executed on one controller and for services executed in the distributed system. This contrasts the approach in FTOS, where ports are used to realize the communication. AADL itself defines no concrete model of computation. Dynamic aspects are described by the selected operational model. This concept allows for the definition of different operational models for a system or a given system component to represent various system configurations and connection topologies.
Fault Models. All the reviewed approaches force the user to specify the fault hypothesis directly in the model. In the approach of the UCSD, a failure taxonomy allows for the description of the possible failures. The base failure taxonomy is depicted in Fig. 10.7 . It can be augmented by domain specific failures. For each failure the cause can be specified and hardware/software, permanent/temporary, and unexpected/non occurrence behavior is distinguished. In addition, possible failure effects are categorized as Nonhazardous, PotentiallyHazardous, and Hazardous. The concrete effects and the affected components can be described in the logical model. The approach in AADL is similar. AADL error models allow for modeling component behavior in the presence of faults. Error models describe error states, error events, and error propagation. By the occurrence property, the arrival rate and probability of events and propagations can be specified.
In contrast to application specific errors, FTOS specifies a number of generic fault effects for each software/hardware component type in a distinct model. For network components for instance, FTOS defines seven different fault effects as suggested in the international standard IEC 61508 [8] : DataCorruption, TimeDelay, DeletedTelegram, Repetition, InsertedTelegram, ResequencedTelegram, AddressingError, and Masquerade. It is possible to specify which components might be affected by which fault effect and constrain the number of simultaneous faults. Because of generic fault effects, generic fault detectors can be applied. Code generation and verification are also supported [54] .
Fault-Tolerance Mechanisms. The fault-tolerance mechanisms in the UCSD approach are specified in a similiar manner than the fault hypothesis within the logical model. For each failure effect a detector has to be specified. Detectors activate appropriate mitigators, similar to Arora's concept of Detectors and Correctors. Services can be used both as unmanaged service that defines system behavior without considering failures, and managed service that are equipped with detectors and mitigators. The services can be composed hierarchically allowing the fault-tolerance mechanisms to be applied at different levels of abstractions.
FTOS extends the concept of Arora and uses a separate model to specify the fault-tolerance mechanism. The system is split into fault containment units (FCU) and sets of components that can be affected by faults. In addition, relevant sets of fault configurations, and functions mapping each FCU to correct or false can be specified. At runtime, tests monitor one or more FCUs. If at least one associated test assumes the FCU to be faulty, the status of this FCU is set to false. Whenever the status of a FCU changes, the system determines the active fault configuration set. Changes of this set can trigger reactions (error treatment) by the system. Examples for error treatment operations are rollback operations or switches to a correct redundant unit. All error treatment operations are performed online. They can lead to the exclusion of erroneous components. The excluded components perform recovery operations offline propose different reusable fault-tolerance patterns at the architectural level (e.g., hot standby). The interaction between different components is specified within a dedicated pattern. The patterns should be customized for a concrete application, for example, by defining error detection strategies.
Implementations
All mentioned approaches have been tested in the context of different applications to point out the benefits of the model-based approach. UCSD used their approach to verify a central locking system in the automotive domain. The model was translated into another model that could be directly feed into the SPIN model checker. Based on the generated model one can verify the achievement of the safety goals or use the produced counter examples to refactor the system's architecture.
FTOS has been applied to prove the efficiency of the code generation and the possibility to cope with heterogeneous systems. One application is the classic "inverted pendulum" controlled by a triple-modular redundancy (TMR) system. Here, the generated code could be executed with a control response time of 2.5 milliseconds. Another application is the control of an elevator, consisting of a hot-standby system executing the control logic and five microcontrollers implementing the I/O functionality. Since the focus of FTOS is on the nonfunctional requirements, the code implementing the control functionality has to be provided manually. However, this gap can be closed by combining FTOS with existing tools for the development of control functionality [54] .
The work of LAAS CNRS is used for dependability analysis. AADL models can be transformed to other models (e.g., stochastic Petri nets). In the context of a safety-critical subsystem of the French Air Traffic Control System, different architecture solutions were compared to evaluate their availability. The complete approach allows for a simple and fast evaluation of the design alternatives.
Summary: Language and Tool Support
Several tools for analysis and development of dependable systems are emerging. They differ in the number of covered aspects and in their application domain. For specific domains and application areas, these tools can facilitate the development/analysis process considerable. By using domain-specific concepts, such as a specific model of computation, or restricting the application purpose of the tool, these tools offer extensive code generation or analysis abilities. However, there are no generic tools available that can be used in the development process of arbitrary dependable systems.
Conclusion and Research Challenges
Within this chapter, we discussed the current state of the art with respect to model-based tools in the context of dependable systems. As dependability comprises very different aspects ranging from availability to maintainability. Here, safety and reliability were in focus. The chapter started with a definition of the relevant terms and concepts. Subsequently, in Sec. 10.3 we defined a formal model of a fault-tolerant system. This model can be used to discuss and compare different approaches and to get a good understanding of the concepts of fault-tolerant systems.
To illustrate the state of the art of model-based methods for reliability and safety analysis, Sec. 10.4 provided details on FMECA, FTA, Markov models, and MBT. A comparison of these methods can be found in Table 10 .1.
Finally, Sec. 10.5 gave insight in some tools from academia that show the potential of model-based approaches with respect to formal verification and code generation. By using domain-specific models, the system, fault hypothesis, and fault-tolerance mechanisms can be specified. The presented tools allow the automatic synthesis of code or the translation into formal models that can be used as input for verification tools.
Regarding future research challenges, three main areas can be identified: model use throughout the whole development process, tool support for formal verification, and designing adequate fault models.
In currently available tools, different models of the system are used in each phase of the development process. Typically, these models can not be reused in the next phases, nor is there an automated transformation into adequate models. Especially in the area of dependable systems, where the developer has to provide a complete tracing from requirements to the resulting system, an integrated model-based development process with extensive tool support ranging from requirements analysis through code generation to validation would be tremendously beneficial. Some promising results have been provided by industry in the context of control systems [63, 40] .
Furthermore, the integration of formal verification techniques is becoming more and more essential. The current state of the art with very complex mathematical models restricts the application to experts in formal verification. A promising approach is the automatic synthesis of these models out of domainspecific models that can be designed by non-experts. A major drawback is however that the counter examples are presented using the mathematical models. A translation back to original models is still an open research challenge.
Another major issue is the formal specification of the fault-hypothesis. Currently, this fault hypothesis is typically specified as a textual document that is not machine-readable and usually inconsistent or even contradictory. A formal model to specify the fault assumptions within the system model, which is also linked to the basic faults described in the certification guidelines, is only partially covered in some ongoing research (e.g., [54] ).
